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Gas utilities seek price increase as per ECC decision 
Page NO.39 Col No.02 
Sui gas companies Monday urged the government to increase natural gas prices as per the ECC decision 
and to resume half-yearly gas price review mechanism to bring companies out of the existing financial 
crisis. 
 
This demand was floated by the heads of SNGPL and SSGCL at a meeting of special committee on 
circular debt headed by Senator Shibli Faraz. 
 
The meeting discussed issues related to circular debt of both gas companies which supply gas to power 
sector, industrial sector and domestic consumers. 
 
Managing Director Pepco/Additional Secretary Power Division Waseem Mukhtar said that structural 
issues are the main reasons for the circular debt in power sector and suggested "ousting" a couple of 
hundred corrupt officials with political influence. 
 
The representative of Ogra, which according to the committee convener is the ''bad guy'', informed the 
committee that the regulator had recommended increasing gas prices to the caretaker government but 
they refused and is now urging the PTI government to implement its recommendations. 
 
According to Managing Director SNGPL the ECC had constituted a committee which finalized gas price 
increase mechanism and sent it to Ogra, adding that if their recommendations are implemented the issue 
of Gas Development Surcharge (GDS) will be resolved in the next five years. 
 
He informed the committee that SNGPL''s average gas purchase from 40 different sources is Rs 630 
MMTU whereas average sale price is Rs 390 MMBTU which implies a difference of Rs 250 MMBTU 
which is the main reason for the circular debt. 
 
Senator Shibli Faraz observed that all the companies'' inefficiencies from generation to distribution are 
being paid for by the consumers. He stated that rich consumers can pay for these inefficiencies but the 
poor can not, and urged gas companies to start a campaign to make gas gadgets (geysers) efficient. He 
agreed with the Ogra representative in terms of price increase, saying there should be a benchmark for 
this purpose. 
 
SNGPL''s payables as of August 20, 2018 stood at Rs 171.072 billion including mark up of Rs 28.873 
billion whereas receivables were Rs 165.015 billion including Rs 17.873 billion. Of this amount Rs 10.442 
billion against Wapda and IPP''s relates to RLNG. 
 
The committee was informed that payments are being made against RLNG supplies and multi-national 
companies within the agreed timeframe whereas local producers are not paid on time. 
 
Managing Director SSGCL informed the committee that SSGCL''s receivables stood at Rs 203.567 billion 
of which Rs 83.467 billion are against Karachi Electric (KE), Rs 55 billion PSM, Rs 13.995 billion SNGLP 
(uniform price), SNGPL (net) Rs 3.905 billion, Wapda (JPCL/CPGCL) Rs 3.532 billion, sales tax 
recoverable Rs 25.243 billion, and income tax recoverable Rs 18.424 billion. 
 
SSGCL''s payables of OGDCL stood at Rs 69.827 billion, PPL Rs 43.363 billion, GHPL Rs 35.590 billion, 
totaling it to Rs 148.780 billion. 
 
Other issues are: (i) delayed consumer gas price notifications; (ii) more than 2000 customers obtained 



restraining order (since September 2015) due to which Rs 28 billion is under stay orders; and (iii) price 
notification due to be issued for FY 2018-19 effective July 2018 not issued yet. SSGC could not even 
meet the requirement of cost of gas. 
 
In a presentation to the special committee, SGGCL said that KE''s outstanding have reached Rs 83.45 
billion (LPS RS 53.8 billion). Since 2012 KE is making payments equivalent to current monthly bills and 
disputing LPS since 2010. Prior to 2010 KE was recognizing LPS in its books of accounts.  
 
Member Energy Planning Commission also expressed his concern on increase in circular debt and 
suggested that companies should focus on their losses which are over and above international standards. 
 
The FBR Chief who attended the meeting to apprise the committee about taxes on gas consumers did 
not utter a single word. 
 
According to a press release the committee was told that the high circular debt in Gas Distribution 
Companies SNGPL and SSGPL is mainly due to the ever-increasing receivables of the gas companies 
and the rate difference between the purchase price and the sale price. The meeting was told that the rate 
at which the companies purchase gas is higher than the one they sell gas at and it results in rising debt of 
the company. It was also said that the amount of money yet to be paid to the company by Wapda and 
other clients is in billions and it brings the SNGPL and SSGPL into loss. 
 
The committee noted that OGRA should share with the committee a concise solution to the matter of 
dealing with accumulated payables and to get timely payments to the company as well. The Committee 
members observed that there has to be work on a long-term mechanism to deal with the problems in 
payables and receivables of the companies. 
 
The meeting was held under the Chairmanship of Senator Syed Shibli Faraz here at the Parliament 
House on Monday and was attended among others by Senator Dr. Sikandar Mandhro, Syed Muzaffar 
Hussain Shah, Bahramand Khan Tangi, Kauda Babar, Member Planning Commission, MD SNGPL, 
Acting MD SSGPL, representatives from Power division and Ogra. 
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